
Adobe Lightroom CC

**About Adobe Lightroom CC**

With Adobe Lightroom CC, users can take great pictures with their smartphone or tablet's camera,

edit them professionally, and then share them on social networks.

With Adobe Lightroom CC you get the most out of your photos. The app does not only provide

many different shooting modes, but also numerous professional editing tools, so that your picture

will be an absolute eye-catcher. You can also manage your photos and edited images directly in

the app and share them with your friends on social networks such as Instagram or Facebook.

**Adobe Lightroom CC - Features:** 

- Take great pictures: With the help of Adobe Lightroom CC, you can take great pictures with the

camera of your smartphone or tablet. In the app you have different shooting modes available,

between which you can always change. While photos in DNG raw format can be edited optimally,

the exposure range in HDR mode is automatically extended. In addition, there are various effects

to choose from, which you can already see while taking the photo. This will give you an idea of

what the photo will look like after editing. 

- Edit pictures professionally: In Adobe Lightroom CC you can use many professional editing tools.

For example, there are many templates available that allow you to edit your pictures with just one

touch. You can also use advanced editing tools. When you use the so-called gradation curve, for

example, the color, the exposure or the contrast of the image can be changed quickly and easily.

The app also notices which edits you prefer and transfers them automatically to other pictures if

you wish.

- Share edited images: You can share your edited images easily on all known social networks such

as Instagram, Facebook or Twitter. In addition, the hashtag #lightroom shows your friends which

app was used for creating these great pictures. 

Conclusion: Adobe Lightroom CC offers you numerous tools with which you can create

professional pictures. Since many different shooting modes and editing tools are available in the

app, which can be easily applied to your photos, great pictures are guaranteed. 


